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Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 15:28:37

8313 Posts

Wasn't sure where to post this hope this is ok.
Found these photos Carole when I was searching for others.
I still have the skirt....is it worth a fortune! Can I still wear it! Did I ever wear it! Is it really a
burkas!!!!!
Casx
Just notic ed its wrong way up...sorry!
dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 15:45:54

Is that an actual skirt?
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Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 15:52:33

If you can't wear it I bet you could auction it on the I've Got a Good Thing Forum for a pretty
penny.
WHERE did you get it and WHEN? Tell us more!
Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaay cool.
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....
USA
14235 Posts

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 16:51:47

You could send off for it when you bought the record...I think.... thats Carole holding it! Yes it
IS a skirt! No its not for sale!
Casx

8313 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 16:54:14

That skirt is wikkid as!! You're lucky to have it
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
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Administrator

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 17:11:42

Well you at least have to model it for us, then, Cas!!
It wants some curves!!
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

USA
14235 Posts

Sophie
Where am I going?

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 17:19:42

wow, that's one fab skirt!

i wonder if Burkas R Us could make a cheap imitation
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Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 17:37:34

Brilliant! That's a burka even I would wear!
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....
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USA
14235 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 17:43:09

There was a voucher with the record and as Cas says, you sent off for it. She looked after
hers and I didn't! It's very tiny and wouldn't go anywhere near my hips but here's the full
picture. By the way, I only ever wore mine in the bedroom, surprisingly, can't speak for Cas

I

read somewhere that Dusty had a skirt with the words of a Mark Barkan song on it and she
turned up at his flat wearing it. Maybe that's where the idea came from.
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5404 Posts
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Administrator

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 17:49:39

Well it's totally fab and I think Cas should bring it to DD07--I know someone nicknamed "snake
hips" who could model it....if you'd allow it.
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

USA
14235 Posts

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Poste d - 15/10/2006 : 18:39:24

Of course I will bring it along... You've not got a cat in hells chance of me wearing it!....
anyone can who cares to but I growl if you get it dirty!!!!
Casxx

8313 Posts

Fraser
Little by little

Poste d - 20/10/2006 : 23:04:51

I'd volunteer to wear it - but I'd have to go on a crash diet right now!
United Kingdom
695 Posts

I think Dusty turned up at his house wearing a skirt with the lyric s to "Pretty Flamingo" on it which was pretty big of her - as that was the single that knocked "You Don't Have To Say You
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Love Me" off the top of the UK c harts after just one week. Ironic or what!?
Fraser

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 21/10/2006 : 00:39:17

Its okay, its okay - keep eating everyone!
If Clare makes it to Dusty day it will fit her!
Love Mads xxx
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Administrator

Poste d - 21/10/2006 : 03:19:30

I think Clare will have to have a cat fight with Laura, the original Miss Snake Hips!
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

USA
14235 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 21/10/2006 : 04:23:33

Yeah they're both little stick bugs!
Haha Love
FAT MADS! xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 21/10/2006 : 16:19:47
quo te :
Originally posted by Fraser
I'd volunte e r to we ar it - but I'd have to go on a crash die t right now!
I think Dusty turne d up at his house we aring a sk irt with the lyrics to "P re tty Flam ingo" on it - which
was pre tty big of he r - as that was the single that k nock e d "You Don't Have To Say You Love Me "
off the top of the UK charts afte r just one we e k . Ironic or what!?
Frase r

USA
14235 Posts

Okay, who remembers Pretty Flamingo?
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....
daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 21/10/2006 : 16:38:08

I absolutely do, I was a Manfred Mann fan....well, Paul Jones actually. Pity we don't have a
record of Dusty in her Pretty Flamingo skirt, I'll bet she looked a picture
Carole x

United Kingdom
5404 Posts
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